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MAJOR EVENTS (AERIAL ADVERTISING) BILL 2009 

Committee 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Jon Ford) in the chair; 
Hon Norman Moore (Leader of the House) in charge of the bill. 

Committee was interrupted after clause 4 had been agreed to. 

Clause 5: Event orders —  

Hon GIZ WATSON: Clause 5(3)(f) provides — 

Failure to publicise that an event is covered by the event order in accordance with subsection (3)(e) 
does not render the event order void. 

In other words, ignorance is no excuse for breaching the order. Under clause 5(1) an event order is published in 
the Government Gazette. The comment I made when I received a briefing on this bill is that I think it is fair to 
say that the Government Gazette is not a broadly read document. However, during the course of advertising for 
major events, no doubt a significant amount of advertising is done. As there is a significant fine for breach of an 
event order, can the Leader of the House ensure that the existence of an event order is publicised more broadly—
for example, through a newspaper with statewide circulation, and ideally in the publicity advertising the event 
itself, with just a small item on it—so that people are clear it is an event that is subject to an event order? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE: I think the member is talking about clause 5(4), which reads — 

Failure to publicise that an event is covered by the event order in accordance with subsection (3)(e) 
does not render the event order void.  

Hon Giz Watson: That is correct.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE: The advice I have on that matter, which Hon Giz Watson asked about earlier, is that, 
although a failure to comply with such directions in whole or in part will not make the order void, it seems 
unlikely that the organiser of such a major event would breach such a requirement because, firstly, that would be 
a legitimate ground for refusing to make such an order for any future event. That would be a legitimate reason 
for deciding that it was not in the public interest to prosecute a person who contravened the order in 
circumstances of ignorance caused by that breach. That would be a ground on which the Supreme Court could 
decline to grant an injunction or refuse to award damages; that is, because any loss to the organiser would have 
been due to his failure to advertise as required. Further, clause 5(4) avoids the possibility of overly technical 
challenges to the validity of the order based on disputes as to the precise meaning of advertising directions, 
which would not generally be drafted with the precision associated with legislation, or even contracts. It is our 
view that that provision is appropriate in the circumstances.  

Hon GIZ WATSON: There are quite significant penalties for people who breach these event orders. Obviously, 
ignorance of the event order is not a defence for somebody who breaches an event order. My point is that if the 
Government Gazette is the only place in which the existence of an event order is published, it seems not 
unreasonable to place at least one notice in the newspaper to say that a major event is on. There might be only 
two or three events a year at the most in Perth and, therefore, they will be subject to this order. It is a slightly 
different point I think. When I was briefed on this, it was my understanding that an event the subject of an event 
order could be advertised in a statewide newspaper—The West Australian—or in the advertising for the event 
itself.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE: An event order must specify the manner in which the event organiser must publicise 
the fact that the event is covered by the event order. It provides that that must happen. I would have thought that 
provided the flexibility necessary in the circumstances. At the same time it would make sure that when an order 
is applied to a particular event, the organiser is required to publicise it so that people know about it. There is no 
argument that says they should not know about it. We think the bill provides for that already.  

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 6 to 15 put and passed.  

Clause 16: Liability of certain officers of body corporate: offences —  

Hon GIZ WATSON: I move — 

Page 11, line 19 — To delete “, subject to subsection (5)” and insert —  

if the officer knowingly authorised or permitted the contravention 

Page 11, lines 27 to 28 — To delete “, subject to subsection (5)” and insert —  
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if the officer knowingly authorised or permitted the contravention 

These amendments address the concern I raised about the reversal of the onus of proof for officers of a body 
corporate. Subclauses (2) and (3) provide that when a body corporate has committed an offence by breaching an 
event order, every person who was an officer of that body corporate at the time is also taken to have committed 
the offence. Subclause (5) reverses the onus of proof, so that rather than the prosecution having to prove the 
officer was involved or at least knew of the breach, instead, the defence must prove the officer did not consent or 
connive in the offence and, in addition, did everything reasonable to prevent it. We think that is a very high 
threshold to set and therefore we are proposing to insert these additional words, which would require that the 
officer “knowingly authorised” the contravention. We are seeking to put the onus of proof the other way around.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE: The intent of the member’s amendment is to reverse the onus of proof from the 
defendant to the prosecution when a potential breach of an event order has occurred. The bill currently provides 
that a defendant must demonstrate that the breach was beyond his or her control. In order for the legislation to 
meet its intent, which is to deter breaching an event order, the deterrent must be sufficiently strict. The concept 
of ancillary liability—that is, that directors should be potentially liable for serious company breaches that they 
expressly or impliedly authorised—seems reasonable, but I understand it is not an issue. However, to reverse the 
onus of proof to that of the prosecution would make the deterrent sufficiently less. In the absence of specific 
investigatory powers attached to this bill, in many cases it would be difficult to prove an individual’s intent in 
breaching the event order as the evidence would usually be wholly within the control of the organisation. 
However, if a defendant had not done anything wrong, it is reasonably assumed that the person could provide 
evidence for that to be the case. Importantly, proof would have to be provided only according to the simple 
standard of proof—that is, on the balance of probability, and not beyond reasonable doubt. This bill uses the 
same form of ancillary liability provision as the Environmental Protection Act. It is noted that different forms are 
used in other legislation, such as the Occupational Safety and Health Act and the Mines Safety and Inspection 
Act, but they are supported by significant powers of investigation. Given the strong desire to have in place a 
sufficient deterrent for the bill to be effective, the suggested amendments are not supported and ancillary liability 
provisions as allowed for in the Environmental Protection Act should be similarly provided for in this bill.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The opposition will not be supporting the amendment. We appreciate the comments 
made by the Leader of the House. We believe the legislation has achieved the right balance, given the nature of 
the industry and some of the people involved in the industry. The bill also ensures that those at the top of the 
chain will be held accountable and we will not get the situation in which they try to use other people to take the 
fall, which could be a real possibility. I understand the member’s concerns but on this occasion the balance is 
right. I note that numerous other pieces of legislation use a similar approach. The Water Services Licensing Bill 
contained similar or even stronger deeming provisions. This is clearly not a deeming provision. There are 
enough safeguards, and if a person can show that he or she had no knowledge or involvement, that person will be 
exempt. However, it also ensures that those at the top of the chain will bear the ultimate responsibility for their 
decisions and will be held accountable and will not be able to pass the buck to those below them.  

Hon GIZ WATSON: I see that we have not managed to persuade other members in this place of the merits of 
this amendment, but it seems that this is another case in which we see an erosion of a defendant’s right to be 
presumed innocent in the face of a penalty of up to a quarter of a million dollars, which is the penalty this bill 
will put on the statute book. It is a reflection of the high stakes in this area of advertising of these events, 
perhaps, that the state is contemplating a bill that removes the presumption of innocence for a defendant and at 
the same time imposes significant penalties. It seems to be a really large sledgehammer to deal with a potential 
breach of this legislation. We think it is disproportionate. Clearly, we are not going to win that argument but at 
least it has been aired in this place. I am still concerned that the Parliament frequently chooses to reverse the 
onus of proof. I think it is a creeping trend in legislation that we should resist—or, if not resist, be very cautious 
of implementing. I do not think that in this regard, which is basically protecting the profits of one company 
against the profits of another, it is sufficient ground to reverse the onus of proof.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE: Very briefly, it is proper that Hon Giz Watson raises these matters, and it is 
important that we consider them. We have considered them and come to the conclusion that this is the way to go. 
It is not the only legislation that follows this course of action. As Hon Ken Travers said, it is appropriate in 
certain circumstances; this being one of them, as far as we are concerned. This bill will relate to probably one 
event in every four years, or whenever it is an event of the sort of magnitude declared under this legislation. 
There will not be many of these events, and the sort of money involved in providing advertising is very 
significant. This bill provides people with some protection for the significant investment they make to advertise 
at these major events. There needs to be a serious deterrent to those who would in some way interfere with the 
rights of the advertiser who has paid large sums of money for that right. This is appropriate legislation to cover 
that.  

Amendments put and negatived. 
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Hon GIZ WATSON: Amendment 4/16 standing in my name on the notice paper will now logically fall away 
with the defeat of the previous two amendments so I will not move that amendment. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 17 put and passed. 

Title put and passed. 

Report 

Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted. 

Third Reading 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral — Leader of the House) [4.51 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a third time. 

Point of Order 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am not trying to cause trouble but I thought that a ruling had been made that when a 
bill was debated in committee, even if amendments to it had not been agreed to, leave was required to be sought 
to move to the third reading. 

Hon Norman Moore interjected. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: That was the original ruling. I thought there was a later ruling that if we debated the 
proposed amendments, leave was still required to be sought to go to the third reading. I am happy to grant leave, 
but I want to clarify that matter for future purposes. 

Hon NORMAN MOORE: Standing order 244(a) states — 

The report on an unamended Bill may be adopted on presentation. 

Further, standing order 243 states — 

When the report is finally adopted a subsequent day shall be fixed on motion for the third reading; 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Matt Benson-Lidholm): Hon Ken Travers is correct. However, a 
subsequent resolution by the house on 25 June 2008 states — 

Provided that where a Bill passes through the Committee stage without amendment the third reading 
may immediately be moved and the Bill read a third time. 

Third Reading Resumed 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a third time and passed.  
 


